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Company Goals & Vision Statement

Seito Holdings LLC is the creation of David L. Pugh, in the search to create a different 
business model.  A Limited Liability Corporation that specializes in the acquisition of property 
(Land, and Real Estate) for the purpose of creating affordable, healthy, efficient housing. “Providing 
Affordable Living for A Better Tomorrow” 

We are located in South Eastern North Carolina. This region is populated by an Inter-mix of 
Upper, Middle, and lower class Citizens spread equally throughout. We seek to start small, in the 
community that we are located. A College town that sees a massive influx of students year after 
year during the Spring and the Fall. By investing Capital in the areas of Castle Hayne, Rocky Point, 
Burgaw, and Northern Wilmington, we aim to capture a large percentage of the market and 
generate Cash-Flow for the Enterprise. We believe whole-heartedly that our cities, towns, and 
townships are the product of what the intelligent create. 

People who understand Economics, Land Development, Financial Regulatory Markets, and 
Government. Furthermore, People who understand their fellow Man/Woman. We all are in this 
World together, and the decisions we make as a company affect those we serve. It is through this 
renovation that we will achieve our goals, and ensure a consistent revenue for decades to come.

Identification: Finding properties

At Seito Holdings we use a combination of sources, and methods to identify potential 
properties to obtain and improve. These methods can include but are not limited to:

• Regional MLS
• Driving through neighborhoods – Identifying For Sale or FSBO
• Locating Foreclosure Auctions through the County
• Social Networking (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Linkedin Etc.)
• Credit Union and Bank REOs



Once a property is identified through the MLS, we reach out to the various Real Estate 
Agents, and Brokers that we have established a working relationship with. They help point us to 
their seller, and what the seller is looking to get out of a deal. We are very clear to explain that we 
wish to purchase their property at a discount, so that it may be sold, renovated, or leased at a 
discount. We go out into the field and tour prospective properties and keep detailed records on 
location and features. 

When driving through our local community, we often see for sale signs or FSBO offers. In 
these cases we follow a similar procedure. We take time to arrange a meeting with the owner, and 
discuss their outlook for the property. We identify their situation, and what they hope to get out of
selling the unit(s). By tailoring our approach to their individual needs, we can target key areas to 
save us time and money as a buyer, and expedite the process for them as the seller. 

When approaching Credit Unions and Banks, we take a very structured cautious approach. 
We do not prefer to enter into agreements with Banks to purchase property outright unless the 
deal can be made mutually beneficial to both parties. We currently have several local banking 
branches that have offered to share information about properties that they have the titles for and 
seek to liquidate in the future, at various price points. 

Evaluation: Finding the right Price and Value

Once we have entered into an agreement to tour a property we begin to compile a checklist 
and evaluation packet. This docket will contain:

• An information Header sheet about the property
• The County Tax Identification Number
• Any MLS Data
• Information recovered in a Title Search
• Neighborhood Stats – Crime, Schools, Jobs, Average Income, Etc
• A Walk-through Evaluation Checklist
• An ARV Estimation Sheet
• A repair and modernization evaluation sheet(s)

With this compiled Docket we can determine, not only the best asking price for a property, 
but what value that property will serve in the future market. Our goal is to obtain property at a 
discounted rate when compared to retail pricing. We also want to ensure that we can rehabilitate a
property with enough Gross Margin Percentage for it to make sense for us and for our Lenders. 
This evaluation Docket will be available for viewing directly to our pool of Lenders so that they 
may evaluate specific terms, on a case-by-case basis. 

During a standard walk through, we are  focusing on several key elements:
• What is the Age of Unit – (When it was built)
• Has it had any major renovation?



• Are there signs of Termite or Water damage?
• Has anyone recently applied Paint, Siding, or Stain finish to an area to cover up damage?
• Are there any tenants on the site, and if not, when was the last person living here?
• What elements of the property are out of date, or worn out?
• What is the marketability of this property?
• What condition is the roof and ceiling in all rooms of the property?

From this point forward we can create a Repair and Modernization Evaluation Sheet. This 
will detail any and all estimates from contractors, inspectors, electricians and engineers. We will 
also calculate supplies and labor estimates for repair services and identify the best resources to 
use from our network to tackle a potential project. In general terms, on residential property, we 
wish to obtain unit(s) for $10,000 - $60,000 with an estimated repair allocation of no more than 
$55,000. We also are seeking an estimated ARV calculation of no less than 30% margin. Any 
properties that fall below this estimate will be consolidated into a Sub-Prime category and may not
be evaluated further. (+/- 8%)

We will also document the valuation of a site, for tax purposes with the county and 
determine all applicable costs in a Buy & Hold scenario. Again using the same evaluation criteria as
mentioned before, we will decide if a valuation can be arranged so as to pay off any incurred debt, 
and return positive cash-flow to our business. In the cases of distressed property we will work with
the county records and tax office officials to update any current valuation of the property and 
secure a proper baseline for taxation. 

Request for Funding: 

Seito Holdings LLC is currently in search of several qualified lenders that are seeking a 
moderate return on monies borrowed. We wish to structure several contracts with multiple 
lenders at various rates of return. The typical borrowing period will range from 12 months to 36 
months depending on the project(s). Key elements in our terms are as follows:

• Direct Money Financing from: $35,000 - $350,000
• Interest Rates: 5% - 10%
• Terms of 12 Months to 36 Months
• Review of Property Prospectus (per case basis)
• Title held in contract of lien (to provide security for the loan)
• All documents registered with the State of NC and County Municipality

Upon completion of all rehabilitation on a project, Seito Holdings will seek to list the 
property, and sell the property within a reasonable amount of time. We will utilize Earnest Money 
Deposits (EMDs) during the sales process. This is due at the time of contract signing for a potential 
sale, and will allow us to return some value to our Lenders in the event of a buyer being unable to 
secure financing. Once a unit has been sold, and all documents verified and registered with the 
State municipality we will move forward with a Balloon Payment to the loan, under pre-negotiated
terms. “Money In, Money Out”



Obtaining: How we Go about Securing a Deal

Once we have obtained funding, and all lien contracts are in place, we will work with the 
seller to complete all paperwork as quickly as possible. During the initial stage of offer we setup an
Option Contract that gives us exclusive right to purchase the property in question. All negotiation 
will have been worked out prior to this stage. 

We will have filed all necessary paperwork with our local municipality, and prepared all the
legal forms and transfer of title documents with our in network attorney. From there we can 
proceed with a certified Cashiers check to the seller and get the title transferred to our company. 
All necessary documents will have been constructed by our legal representative and filed with the 
appropriate departments. 

The next phase will involve our work with the city zoning department and obtaining 
permits needed to begin the renovation of the property. We plan to establish multiple working 
relationships with General Contractors, and Skilled Labor (Self-Employed) workers that can help us 
develop our action plan, and carry it to the county for approval. We will work with our attorney to 
expedite the paperwork, and move forward into renovation and/or construction. 

The minimum cost for renovation permits in New Hanover County is $400, but can go much
higher. Costs are based on the square foot measure of the property referenced in the International 
Code Council standards. This information will be detailed in our prospectus for each project. (REF: 
NHC Permit Fee Schedule.PDF)

Repair and Construction: Our Method

Seito Holdings LLC uses a variety of “in-network” associates that come from skilled 
backgrounds. On every project we plan to have detailed inspections, and planning to drive down 
costs and maximize efficiency. Once we have a licensed inspector determine all the necessary 
items on a property that are not within code, we will formulate a Construction Repair Plan (CRP).

Each CRP will contain:

• Each Line Item that must be Addressed
• Required Materials for each Section
• Required Estimated Man Hours for Each Section
• Deadlines and Dates for each section of the Property
• Total Estimated Costs
• 25% Variance Budget (to protect against overruns)



Construction will be performed by a licensed General Contractor, working in tandem with 
our network of Skilled Labor Professionals. We have developed a group of Carpenters, 
Construction Workers, Brick Masons, and other Skilled workers that we can contract on a 1099 
employment basis as needed. 

Any construction project can take a great amount of time to complete. However, we want to
focus our time so that we can complete most projects within 3 – 6 months. Our goal is to minimize 
wasted effort, and to retain value while sticking to County regulations. Holding costs, repair time 
estimates, and various budget concerns will be addressed in each prospectus per project. (REF: 
Sample Prospectus Document.pdf)

Comparison of Repair   (Local Market)   vs Regional & Ideal

Our primary goal is to purchase, rehabilitate, and maintain property at a rate that is well 
below the Regional average for our market. For region statistics we looked at compiled data and 
reports provided by the National Association of Realtors. (WEB: www.nar.realtor) We scanned data
from:

• New Hanover County (and surrounding area)
• Raleigh-Durham
• Fayetteville
• Northern South Carolina
• Southern Virginia

* Local Market data is pulled from the MLS, Zillow, Trulia, Tax Records, and various sources to create an 
estimate of our average expected expense(s) *
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Valuation as a Company: Where does our Profit Come From?

Seito Holdings LLC will be the first Real Estate Holding company that is publicly marketed 
as a Turn-Around business. Our fortune is made with the purchase, rehabilitation, and sale or hold 
of select properties. With the help of our network of contacts, and the dedication of our team, we 
seek to establish an empire that will last for generations to come. Our Cash-Flow is directly related
to how efficient we are in maintaining these projects, and seeing them sold after completion in a 
reasonable amount of time. If a construction project becomes delayed or slowed it can greatly 
affect our ability to do business.

Our funding for this venture will be from private lenders, and crowd sourced capitalists. On
average the asking rate of interest on these types of loans is generally 5% and they can range in 
time from three months to three years. We make our profit in one of two ways:

• Through Direct Sale of a Refurbished Property to a Buyer
• Through a Lease with Option to Buy (Generating Cash-Flow)

Option purchases will carry non-refundable deposits that can be applied to the principal 
balance once a client has gotten financing, and completed all required contracts. If the option 
contract falls through for whatever reason, Seito Holdings LLC would retain the Option Deposit as 
profit for the business enterprise. In this scenario the Lender has previously agreed to a Long-
Term financing Contract, and will accept monthly residual income (payments) in course with the 
loan. 

In the case of a Direct Sale, we contact the Lender and work through a pre-established 
negotiation on repayment of the loan, with a preferred balloon payment on the back end. This 
allows us to clear our incurred debt, and capture the remainder of the sale price as profit for the 
company. We estimate that in most transactions this Margin to Risk Ratio will be around 25% - 
35%. When our lending contract is established we will secure the title deed to the property as 
collateral. (Security Deed) In the unlikely event of a default on the loan, the lender will be entitled 
to the Deed, and it will pass through to that individual, or organization as a loss for our business. 
(WEB: https://www.rocketlawyer.com/article/security-deed-vs-mortgage-ps.rl)

Buy & Hold Strategy

Our second phase to retain profit for the company is through the utilization of buy and 
hold. This area of our business will focus more on Commercial property or on residential units that
have a greater cash-flow to cost comparison. This can be viewed comparatively as a P/E ratio (Price
to Earnings) like you would see in stocks or mutual funds. 

During the evaluation and prospectus stages we flesh out the details on a given property. 
This includes costs, and compares them to the overall sale price or potential rental value. If a 
property can generate the following then it will be considered for buy and hold instead of outright
sale:

https://www.rocketlawyer.com/article/security-deed-vs-mortgage-ps.rl


• Property Cash-Flow Revenue must cover the Monthly Loan Repayment
• Cash-Flow must also cover a Vacancy Expense and Repair Allocation
• Cash-Flow would cover insurance, taxes, and other monthly fees
• Property would still generate revenue above and beyond these variable and fixed costs

If a property cannot meet these financial criteria then it deemed not eligible for our Buy 
and Hold program, and marked as a potential liability. At this point the property would be moved 
into our retail sale program and would be open for Option Purchasing, or other forms of sale. Our 
Buy and Hold strategy will depend heavily on our agreements with our Lenders. If a lender is not 
looking to get a return on their loan very quickly then we can pursue this option. Otherwise a 
short sale, or option purchase will make more sense for repaying the loan.

An alternate form of financing for this strategy will come in the later years of our business. 
As Seito Holdings LLC obtains, refurbishes, and sells property we will retain profit that can be re-
invested into buy and hold units. This money will be focused on multifamily residential, and 
commercial property ventures. This is to serve as a long term growth strategy, that centers around
positive cash-flow over time. 

Exit Strategy

In the event of failure, or any other mishandling of our business, we may have to consider 
how to dissolve our business entity. We seek to do so legally, and quickly if it becomes necessary. 
There are several factors to consider, and various methods we plan to put forth should such an 
event occur. We must also keep in mind, that the close of the business can have a profound effect 
on our clients, our lenders, and our employees. 

In the event of failure, our first priority will be to evaluate our existing property holdings, 
and assets. We will work with our attorney, and tax representative to structure an evaluation of 
these holdings and their total worth. These holdings will then be liquidated, for sale or at auction, 
in an effort to pass them on to another entity and prevent disruption for the people living and 
working in the properties. We will structure this liquidation as follows:

• Liquidation of an asset will be on a per-item basis
• Items still under lien agreement will be presented to the affected lenders
• Lenders will have the option to take over a deed (per lien agreement) or negotiate for the 

sale of the asset and return of capital to that lender
• Items which we own outright will be liquidated through sale or auction and the funds used 

to cover operational expenses during the shut-down
• All liquidation will be coordinated through our attorney and tax representatives
• Our primary goal – is to prevent disruption for the people living in, and working in, the 

properties that are under our ownership
• Valuation must be completed within 30 Days, and the sale of Assets must be completed 

within 6 months or less for complete dissolution



The second option in terms of exiting the company, will come if we are approached with a 
buy-out agreement. This scenario would be considered if a larger LLC or Corporation has deemed 
that they could benefit by purchasing our company, and its associated assets. In this scenario, we 
would have to work in tandem with our attorney and tax representative to ensure a proper 
transfer of assets to the new entity. This will also include proper due diligence in handling any 
existing loan/lien contracts and their associated Lenders. 

It is desirable to attempt to transfer all assets, and facets of our business to the new entity. 
This would be referred to as a “Total Takeover” or Leveraged buyout. In this scenario all assets are 
transferred and associated with the new entity, and the ownership structure of Seito Holdings LLC 
would be disbanded. All operating officers of the company would be provided a structured payout 
in equal divisions so long as it is legal to do so. Otherwise capital gains on the sale would be 
distributed per the current regulations of the time.

Our Team:


